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In the Schools

Connecting the Art Studio to other areas of the school.
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Connecting the Art Studio to other areas of the school.

mARTch Madness

Connect with Other Specialist
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Connecting the Art Studio
your staff.

Creative Staff
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Connecting the Middle School Art Studio to the High School Art Studio.

Set up Art Tours
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Connecting multilevel ages

Connecting with comments about their art
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Connecting multilevel ages

Connecting with other schools on a local project
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Swap Teachers for expertise

Teacher Swap 2015
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Invite visitors to your room

Invite and welcome visitors
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Connect with your families

Pet Project 2016
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RSVP Volunteers

(Retired Senior Volunteer Program)

Connect to your community members
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RSVP Volunteers

(Retired Senior Volunteer Program)

Connect to your community ‘Experts’
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Artist Trading Cards

Trade Artwork With other Schools
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